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From: Peter Shipley 
Sent: Sunday, December 15, 2013 5:23 PM
To: Commission Secretary BCUC:EX
Subject: A Letter of Comment for the BC Hydro Smart Meter Choices Program

To the Commission Secretary, 
 
The follow is a letter that I sent to BC Hydro and cc’d to the Energy Minister, my local MLA, the minister in 
opposition/critic to the Energy Minister, and to the BCUC, regarding my position and concerns for the Smart Meter 
program. I understand that this letter would not be submitted as part of the proceedings records unless it was 
submitted as a letter to the Commission and current proceedings on the Smart Meter Program. So here  it is, drafted on 
October 7th. Please submit for the Commission’s proceedings and records. 
 
 
Attention Greg Reimer 
Executive Vice President, Transmission & Distribution 
greg.reimer@bchydro.com 
P.O. Box 9530, Stn Terminal,  
Vancouver, B.C. V6B 4G8 
 
To BC Hydro: 
 
In response to your recent correspondence regarding "options" and "fees" for using an analog meter, this letter 
represents my continued objection and now my refusal to accept a smart meter or a recently proposed “opt-out 
fee” at my residence.  
 
My attempts to discuss these with the energy minster or his staff have been ignored, and, instead, I have 
received further calls from BC Hydro staff threatening the same fees and fines. When I’ve pressed for an 
explanation and justification for the fees I was given numerous answers ranging from the loss of efficiencies, 
the costs of increased infrastructure, and the ongoing servicing, maintenance and monitoring by BC Hydro of 
my current meter. If I don’t make the change to a “smart meter”, I am told, it will cost me.  
 
I like to think of myself as an educated person, one who knows a little bit about costs of new equipment and 
materials. But I have a meter that uses very little energy. Its technology is sound. It hasn’t, I recall, needed any 
repairs or work and has been maintenance free ever since we’ve lived in our home some fifteen years now…. 
now that’s efficiency! So I find the explanation and justification lacking the necessary soundness for me to see 
any real need or urgency to replace my current meter and its reliable technology. 
 
Now I’m finding this lack of thoughtful dialogue with/from the energy minister and his staff to be rather 
dismissive. Now with this recent letter of “options and fees”, I’m finding the minister, along with BC Hydro, to 
be misleading and, quite frankly, intimidating given  that 1) your claim that your collective actions are 
authorized when they are not ie., without BCUC approval BC Hydro is not entitled to impose an opt-out fee, 2) 
there’s no thought to a convincing case for needing a smart meter at my home since mine already works, 3) 
you haven’t shown me that this new technology is safer and more reliable than my current meter, and 4) the 
new technology is not going to lead to increased cost to me through “time of use” billing.  
 
The fees you propose now are not only unjustified, they are exorbitant. As this relates to the potential risks 
associated microwave technology and exposure, the smart meter and/or the associated “opt-out fees” present 
me with no true choice but to abandon my rights to privacy, autonomy, and healthy living in my own home. 
This really amounts to extortion. 
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So I will not accept a smart meter; my current analog meter is more than adequate and suitable right now. I am 
fully prepared to pay my hydro bills as I have always done and, if need be, provide a record to you of my meter 
usage in a manner that is fair and equitable as a responsible consumer of the electricity that you provide. But I 
will not be intimidated by the threat of paying additional and unjustified fees, the imposition of which is 
unlawful, and even potentially discriminatory, according to BC Hydro’s own Standard of Conduct:  

BC Hydro must apply all tariff provisions relating to the sale or purchase of open access transmission 
service in a fair and impartial manner that treats all transmission customers in a not unduly 
discriminatory manner, if the tariff provisions permit the use of discretion (March 7, 2013). 
 

  
Signed:                        ___________________________ 
 
 
Name:                         Peter Shipley 
 
Account Number:        
 
Address:                       
  
 
cc: 
Bill Bennett, emh.minister@gov.bc.ca 
John Horgan, john.horgan.mla@leg.bc.ca 
BCUC, Commission.secretary@BCUC.com 
Gordon Hogg, Gordon.Hogg.MLA@leg.bc.ca 
 
 
As follow-up to this letter, I have not heard from Greg Reimer; I guess he’s too busy considering the windfall 
from charging the roughly 60,000 BC tax payers an extra $35/month (about $2,000,000/month) for their taking 
a stand for freedom, choice and democracy. Maybe he’s getting another yearly bonus for this... Also, I haven’t 
heard from our honourable energy minister Bill Bennett; I guess I didn’t really expect an answer since I’m 
finding his official media comments on this matter both misleading and insensitive. I have had several calls 
from BC Hydro Smart Meter program staff to remind me of the program stating that I have a choice.... really... 
this is not a choice when the options add cost to the consumer. I have tried to reach the same staff at BC 
Hydro to clarify this new billing but I can’t seem to get  a hold of anyone on the phone even after waiting for 
extended periods of time. Now I have received a standard response from the opposition critic,  that he’ll be in 
touch with me, but have yet to actually hear from him. In his defense, there’s little the opposition can do since 
the legislature has been adjourned until next year preventing any further discussion of this matter among our 
MLAs. As for my local MLA, Gordon Hogg, I asked for his support on this matter but he hasn’t responded. It 
would seem that his party’s position on the Smart Meter program is more important than his local constituents 
stand for freedom, choice, and democracy.  
 
 
Sincerely 
 
Peter Shipley 
 
 




